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Comments related to: Federal Register/Vol. 74, No. 94/Monday, May 18, 2009/Proposed Rules

Licensee Coordination with Offsite Response Organizations During Hostile Action Events
Licensees can coordinate with OROs to ensure that preplanned actions for hostile action events are in place, but with
varying degrees of capability among jurisdictions, the licensee may not be able to "ensure" that specific capabilities are
available. Guidance is needed to clarify the capabilities (i.e., quantity and type of personnel) that would be needed and
acceptable provisions (e.g., mutual aid from neighboring jurisdiction arrival within 2 hours) for determining that the
capability is available.

Backup alerting and notification systems
Reliability of alerting and notification systems is integral to its function. Requiring a backup system without including a
level of reliability leaves the door open to backup systems that may not be available when needed or are unable to
accomplish the necessary function. Route alerting by police is an allowable backup option but it may be difficult for
some jurisdictions to accomplish route alerting large portions or the entire 10-mile EPZ within a reasonable time frame
(i.e., 45 min.). Validation of route alerting capability may be a challenging and costly prospect. Route alerting is more
realistic when it is used for small areas. While technology has evolved to the point where messages can be sent via
telephone, text message, and email, multiple implementation challenges remain; just as mass marketing communiques
get filtered or ignored, alert messages may suffer the same fate. Rather than use planned tests to gauge reliability and
availability of ANS, a more valid measure may be to include day-to-day availability in the overall measure.

The clarification of completing initial alerting within 15 minutes and initiation of notification may result in increased use
of non-informative notifications (e.g., stay tuned for additional information) rather than in actionable notifications. At 2
a.m. on a Saturdaynight an ORO may be able to activate the ANS but would likely be hard pressed to provide
information that is tailored to the event.

EOF Distance Exception
The purpose of an EOF is to enable face-to-face interaction between decision makers with access to the real-time
information available to an EOF. The exception removes that option by accommodating only the face-to-face
interaction. Using that rationale, an EOC would suffice. Unfortunately, the information and expertise available at an
EOF is lacking at an EOC. To be most useful, EOFs should be close to the site, have access to real-time information from
the Plant, and enable face-to-face interaction between decision makers.

Alternate Staging Area for ERO during HAB
The requirements being proposed appears to be very similar to the requirements of an EOF. Is this proposed change
applicable to licensees that have near facility EOFs?

Submittal of Exercise Scenarios to NRC
The NRC should commit to reviewing and returning the scenario to the licensee within a set time period (e.g., 15 days).

Inclusion of HAB and Varied Scenarios
Exercises provide the greatest value when they reflect the wide range of events that can occur. Including HAB and other
non-predictable-outcome scenarios into the exercise mix would enhance capabilities and benefit public safety and
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security. If one of the goals of this change is to add realism to exercises, ORO should be required to periodically include
participation of actual decision-makers in exercises instead of surrogates.

NIMS Adoption by Licensees
NIMS includes several elements, only one of which is ICS. Adoption of ICS by licensees would facilitate their integration
with the ORO. Other elements may not provide the same benefit and should therefore be voluntary.

Comments related to: NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Supplement 4, Rev.1, May 18, 2009

ORO Planning for HAB
The HAB planning requirement related to integration of mutual aid resources will expand training and exercise demands
thereby straining training budgets.

Exercise Initiation at SAE or Rapid Escalation

The language in supplement 4 doesn't clearly state that the SAE initiation or escalation scenario can't be done on an off
year. This type of scenario will result in canned messages and scripted actions that will not be discussed prior to
implementation (e.g., SAE initiating events will result in siren sounding and evacuation of 5 mile radius around the

Plant).

Varying Radiological Release Options
The language in supplement 4 doesn't clearly state that the SAE initiation or escalation scenario can't be done on an off
year, it only states that the "full range" of protective actions must be demonstrated in the 6-year exercise cycle. Further
guidance is needed on the frequency of specific types of exercises and objectives that require demonstration during
each exercise. A change in to a longer exercise cycle may be appropriate.

Spectrum of Initiating Events
Expanding exercise requirements (e.g., evening and unannounced) will result in strains to exercise budgets.

Comments related to: Interim REP Manual

Communications for HAB incidents
F.1.c Field command posts and staging areas may be extremely extemporaneous. Interoperability, redundancy, and
reliability may be difficult to achieve in many cases. Interoperability is a national challenge that most jurisdictions are
still struggling with. Few EOCs have encrypted radio capabilities to support the exchange of sensitive information.

Alternate ENC
G.3.a. The explanation includes an alternate ENC outside the EPZ. Is this a new requirement? Is this evaluated? Does
this criterion require that rumor control centers be co-located or replicated at the ENC?

HAB EAS messages
G.4.a. In some cases existing EAS messages provide the necessary information. This criterion seems to indicate that two
sets of EAS messages will become necessary. The point of EAS messages is to inform the public about protective
actions. It shouldn't matter if the release threat is from an accident or an intentional act.

Rumor control
G.4.c. The criterion seems to suggest that blogs and other social media elements must be included in the toolbox of
OROs and must be monitored by PlOs. The number of social sites is ever growing and changing so trying to keep up with

them would be extremely difficult if not impossible.

Staffing of facilities
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H.4. The explanation discusses reception/mass care centers, and monitoring and decontamination stations and the need
to maintain rosters of key personnel yet these stations are often operated by agencies with highly transient employees
(e.g., ARC volunteers) so maintaining a roster may not be possible.

Emergency kits
H.11. Field equipment may be highly variable. It would be challenging to identify an accurate quantity of kits needed for
an event.

Field Monitoring
J.1O.e The number of people that may be institutionalized and therefore need KI is constantly changing. Maintaining an
adequate supply for each individual is a best guess at best. How will this be evaluated? What about the cost?

Plan Content
J.1O.I Many of the criterion state that the plan should describe or make reference to the subject addressed in the
criterion. It also states that it is applicable to both state and locals. If we all have to describe these things in our plans,
the plans may become extremely large.

Exposure Limits
K.3.a K.3.b Nuclear workers and emergency responders typically have different exposure limits. If HAB incidents require
consistency in worker exposure limits, shouldn't there be a revision to existing exposure limits across the board.
Explaining to police and fire responders going into the Plant that workers assigned to less threatening environments
have lower exposure limits would be difficult.

Communication Drills
N.2.a The criterion states that communications with governments within the EPZ shall be tested monthly but it doesn't
specify who must do the communicating. If one police vehicle inside the EPZ speaks with another, is that a test?

Medical Emergency Drills
N.2.c. The reference to annual [now: biennial] exercise refers to what? It is included in more than one criterion.

Radiological Monitoring Drills
N.2.d. What constitutes this type of drill? The evaluation area criteria referenced are too generic.

Training
0.1. 0.1.b. In most cases, radiological training for responders is conducted locally but the criterion refers to state and
federal courses. The inclusion of ICS training will be duplicative in most cases and would add a great deal of time and
cost to REP programs. Training of mutual aid providers will increase cost and resource demands.

0.2. The licensee is the entity checked off but the language says FEMA intends for the guidance to apply only to OROs.

0.4. What training is expected of Directors or coordinators of the response organization?

Planning
P.7. This criterion and others associated with planning suggest that many plans will have to be rewritten. Is that the
intent? If so, by when?

P.8. The crosswalk requirement seems to be new for locals.

Table III.B.6.b.1 has a footnote listed but none is evident.
Extent of play in 1.e.1 (111-41) and 6.d.1 is somewhat repetitive.
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